Excellence. It’s a Start.

Claudio B.
Black Belt in Karate
Sr. Business Analyst

Opportunities with our Consulting Development Program. The high performers. The challengers. The insatiably curious risk-taking brainiacs who
have compassion for the world around them. These are the people of Optum, part of the UnitedHealth Group family of companies. We’re a leading
health services and innovation company dedicated to helping make the health system work better for everyone. With more than 125,000 people
worldwide, Optum combines technology, data and expertise to improve the delivery, quality and efficiency of health care. Beginning your career here
is always rewarding and rarely easy. Take it from a few of our team members who have shared their own thoughts about the Consulting Development
Program (CDP). Read on. You’ll quickly discover how this can be an opportunity to do your life’s best work.SM

Kate H. (Pasadena, CA),
Biology—Macalester College, 2013; MBA-University of
Minnesota Carlson School of Management

Peter K. (Mendota Heights, MN),
International Business & Chinese
University of St. Thomas, 2012

“I am so grateful to have found the Consulting
Development Program, which recognizes the benefit
of hiring, and, furthermore, celebrates associates
from a diverse set of backgrounds. As a non-business
undergraduate major, I found CDP has equipped
me with everything I need to become an effective consultant— from training
to mentorship to coaching. I never need to look far to find the support
required for my personal and professional development.”

“CDP does an excellent job of creating polished
consultants through a combination of trainings, various
roles intended to stretch and grow the participants
and by exposing us to one of the strongest networks
(Optum’s team of consultants). When I first started in
CDP, I had no experience in Business Analysis, Project Management or Testing.
Now after four years, I feel I have a strong working knowledge of all aspects of
the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC).”

Faziah S. (Bloomfield Hills, MI),
Psychology—Dartmouth College, 2013
“Through a variety of project work, trainings, and
internal projects; CDP has given me the opportunity
to see health care from the perspective of its multiple
actors, and understand how each is intertwined with
one another—from the most minute details, to the
decisions with broad impact that keep the health care
system running. In addition, I found it refreshing to work in an environment
with other intelligent, like-minded individuals who genuinely care about doing
their best work for the customers and Optum as a whole.”

Jill R. (Wayzata, MN),
Neuroscience & Behavior—Wesleyan University, 2012;
MPH-University of Minnesota School of Public Health,
2014
“Working as a CDP consultant has helped me to further
develop my leadership, communication and business
skillset. As someone with a heavy science background
and a desire to further develop my business acumen,
CDP has offered me a tremendous opportunity to learn from my colleagues
and be engaged in a fast-paced and dynamic business environment. Each day
presents a new challenge and learning opportunity that helps me to better
understand consulting, the health care industry and Optum.”

Learn more and apply: workatoptum.com
facebook.com/uhgcareers

@UHGCollege
instagram.com/uhgcareers

Diversity creates a healthier atmosphere: All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard
to race, color, religion, sex, age, national origin, protected veteran status, disability status, sexual orientation, gender
identity or expression, marital status, genetic information, or any other characteristic protected by law.
UnitedHealth Group is a drug-free workplace. Candidates are required to pass a drug test before beginning employment.
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